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DEFINE
THE FUTURE
CREATE AN ENTERPRISE TAXONOMY
WITH SPIDERMONKEY™
<> Enterprise Strength Taxonomy
Development.
<> Rock Solid Foundations For Your
Vital Work.
<> True Multi-User.
<> Extend your collaboration
worldwide. Full TRAX integration.
<> Join the Interactive Data Revolution.

WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT XBRL
2.1 COMPLIANCE UNDER TRUE
NORTH™?
Also available in this series of product
leaflets you will find a True North™
Product Overview.
Alternatively, visit our website:
www.corefiling.com/products/truenorth

Whether defining a national GAAP framework, describing corporate
reporting policies or creating proprietary analytics, if you are working
in XBRL you are building a taxonomy. Build it with confidence using
SpiderMonkey™. Use our free licensed version for simple jobs, the
personal version for harder ones, or the enterprise version for large scale
enterprise or industry-wide collaborative initiatives.
WHAT IS SPIDERMONKEY?
SpiderMonkey provides the fundamental building block on which to build an enterprise-strength
taxonomy. It heralds a new era of taxonomy development, standing apart as the ﬁrst taxonomy
editor to include integrated revision control, multi-user support and public review capabilities.
SpiderMonkey is designed for use by subject matter experts, providing a user-friendly interface to
simplify the creation of the detailed concept deﬁnitions behind the most complex ﬁnancial reporting
system. It allows these experts to concentrate on content rather than trying to understand the
underlying technology. However, whether you are planning a small taxonomy project needing swift
implementation or embarking on a complex, enterprise-wide ﬁnancial consolidation project using
an XBRL taxonomy to control the process, SpiderMonkey comes in a version to suit your needs. It is
already the taxonomy development tool of choice in some of the most advanced XBRL projects in the
world.
WHAT MAKES SPIDERMONKEY SPECIAL?
Multi-user environment
SpiderMonkey is unique. It is the only taxonomy development tool on the market designed from
the beginning to enable multiple developers to work simultaneously. Traditionally, taxonomy
development can be a laborious process. Using modern revision control techniques, SpiderMonkey
allows large numbers of users to connect to the same repository and work with the same deﬁnitions.
So, why not break the mould and increase the productivity of your taxonomy team? Originally
developed in conjunction with a major ﬁnancial sector client, SpiderMonkey is now deployed in a
growing number of taxonomy projects around the globe.
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WHO USES SPIDERMONKEY?
SpiderMonkey was launched in December
2006 and is already in active use within
a growing number of major organisations
who have committed to the XBRL standard.
SpiderMonkey supports the global equity
research business of a major Wall Street
investment bank, considered to have one
of the most complex and most ambitious
taxonomies in the banking environment.
The Netherlands Taxonomy Project
(NTP) is a ground-breaking initiative of the
Dutch government which is using XBRL to
streamline the financial reporting required
by a range of government agencies. The
unique multi-user approach offered by
SpiderMonkey, together with its advanced
data modelling techniques, seamlessly
coordinating the requirements of the
individual agencies, have helped NTP to
create its complex taxonomy.
The SEC-funded XBRL-US Taxonomy
Project.
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Rock solid foundations
SpiderMonkey is based on the open source
Eclipse development platform, originally
developed by IBM, enabling further extension
and customisation using the supported plugins. It produces taxonomies that are fully
conformant to the XBRL 2.1 speciﬁcation, being
underpinned by TrueNorth, widely regarded as
the most accurate implementation of the XBRL
2.1 speciﬁcation on the market.
Start small and grow
Choose from a range of packages adapted to a
wide variety of user needs. Whether you are
planning a small project to develop an extension
taxonomy or creating an integrated national
taxonomy architecture, we have the tools to
help you succeed.
Start with a completely free, no-strings attached
single user desktop version, and build up to an
enterprise-level, repository-backed multi-user
version.

DISCOVER SPIDERMONKEY TODAY!
SpiderMonkey is now available as a completely
free, no-strings attached single user desktop
version, downloadable from the CoreFiling
website. Simply go to www.coreﬁling.com/
products/spidermonkey , sign up for a free
copy and start exploring why SpiderMonkey is
creating such a stir amongst business experts.
WHAT OTHER TOOLS ARE AVAILABLE?
SpiderMonkey™ forms part of an extended
XBRL product family, also including :
True North™ - the Gold Standard in XBRL
processing and validation
TRAX™ - on-line collaboration tool for
taxonomy deﬁnition
ReportDirect™ - data collection and workﬂow
EarningsDirect™ - unambiguous reporting of
earnings data
IFS™ - tagging of ﬁnancial reports for instant,
accurate and unambiguous disclosure

Here to help
CoreFiling’s interest does not terminate once
you have committed to the product. Our support
team remains constantly available to answer
your queries and provide that all-important
advice and guidance. And for more complex
projects we provide expert implementation
consultancy to ensure your success.

ABOUT COREFILING
CoreFiling provides innovative XBRL solutions and services designed to streamline online
ﬁnancial reporting. The company now incorporates the engineering expertise of DecisionSoft,
an organisation renowned for its design, publication and validation of XML and XBRL. The newly
amalgamated company offers unparalleled XBRL products and consulting skills, from taxonomy
design and benchmark quality XBRL processing to data workﬂow enhancement and instance
document processing. CoreFiling is privately held. Major shareholders include Business Wire, the
global leader in ﬁnancial news distribution, a wholly owned subsidiary of Berkshire Hathaway.

CONTACT
DETAILS

SpiderMonkey, True North, TRAX, ReportDirect, Intelligent Financial
Statement and TagTips are Trademarks of CoreFiling Limited. Earnings
Direct is a trademark of Business Wire.
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